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Partnership Proposed between Slater & Gordon and Allegro 

Slater & Gordon Board Unanimously Recommends Allegro’s Offer 

• Allegro’s proposed investment in Slater & Gordon will bring together a hands-on investor 
focused on a growth-oriented partnership with one of Australia’s leading consumer law firms 
built on social justice values  

• Allegro to make a 55 cents a sharei cash off-market takeover offer for 100% of the ordinary 
shares in Slater & Gordon 

• Slater & Gordon's Board unanimously recommends that shareholders accept Allegro's offer, 
subject to the independent expert concluding that Allegro's offer is either fair and reasonable 
or not fair but reasonable, and in the absence of a superior proposal 

• The Board believes that Allegro should provide Slater & Gordon with a stable capital base and 
a supportive operating environment, enabling the Slater & Gordon team to continue to focus 
on delivering outstanding outcomes for their clients and stakeholders  

 
Slater & Gordon Ltd (“Slater & Gordon” or “the Company”) (ASX: SGH) is pleased to announce that it 
has entered into a Bid Implementation Agreement (BIA) with Allegro Funds Pty Ltd (Allegro) for a 
recommended off-market takeover offer at $0.55 cash per sharei (Offer) by funds managed by Allegro to 
acquire all of the issued fully paid ordinary shares in Slater & Gordon.  A copy of the BIA accompanies this 
announcement at Appendix 1. 

Summary of the Offer 

Under the Offer, Slater & Gordon shareholders will receive $0.55 cash for each Slater & Gordon sharei held 
and accepted into the Offer, subject to the satisfaction or waiver of the conditions of the Offer which include a 
50.1% minimum acceptance condition.  The Offer will also extend to all new Slater & Gordon shares issued 
during the Offer period to holders of Performance Rights who exercise their Rights. 

Slater & Gordon’s Chair, James MacKenzie, said:  

“The Board and key management personnel believe Allegro’s investment in Slater & Gordon will bring 
together a hands-on Australian investor focused on a growth-oriented partnership with one of Australia’s 
leading consumer law firms built on social justice values.   

Slater & Gordon shares are highly illiquid. The Offer is all cash and provides certainty of value for 
shareholders.  Allegro’s investment also presents an opportunity for Slater & Gordon to simplify its capital 
structure, which is currently dominated by offshore hedge funds. 
 
In this context, the Board and the executive leadership group are excited for shareholders, the Slater & 
Gordon team, and current and future clients.”  

Allegro Founding Partner, Adrian Loader, said: 

“Allegro is excited about the opportunity to partner with the Slater & Gordon team and assist in continuing 
to grow the firm which has a long and proud history in the Australian consumer law sector. Allegro has 
significant experience investing in purpose-led professional services organisations such as Slater & 
Gordon and looks forward to working with its strong team of lawyers whom we are keen to retain, support 
and incentivise.”  
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Unanimous recommendation of the Slater & Gordon Board 

Slater & Gordon’s directors unanimously support the Offer and recommend that Slater & Gordon shareholders 
accept the Offer, in the absence of a superior proposal and subject to the independent expert appointed by 
Slater & Gordon concluding that the Offer is either fair and reasonable or not fair but reasonable to Slater & 
Gordon shareholders. Subject to those same two qualifications, each Slater & Gordon director intends to 
accept, or procure the acceptance of, the Offer in respect of each Slater & Gordon share they hold or control 
disposal of, including as a result of the exercise of Performance Rights respectively held by them. 

The Slater & Gordon Board has carefully considered the Offer and concluded the value and certainty provided 
by the Offer provides greater benefit to shareholders than retaining their shares.  The key factors that the 
Board has considered in reaching this recommendation will be set out in detail in Slater & Gordon’s Target’s 
Statement response to the Offer. 

Slater & Gordon has appointed Kroll Australia Pty Ltd as the independent expert to report on whether the 
Offer is fair and reasonable to Slater & Gordon shareholders. The independent expert’s report will be included 
in Slater & Gordon’s Target’s Statement. 

Anticipated governance and management arrangements 

Allegro has indicated the importance of governance and management continuity.  Slater & Gordon anticipates 
that Allegro will invite the three current independent directors to remain on the Board and John Somerville to 
continue as Chief Executive Officer should its Offer be successful.   

 Terms and Conditions of the Offer 

Consistent with the negotiated, recommended nature of the Offer, the BIA contains certain exclusivity terms.  
The Offer is subject to only two defeating conditions, being: 

• Allegro acquiring a relevant interest of at least 50.1% of Slater & Gordon's shares, and 

• No prescribed occurrences, excluding the issue of Slater & Gordon shares on the exercise of 
outstanding Performance Rights.  

Allegro retains the right to waive any or all of the conditions of the Offer.  

The full terms and conditions of the Offer are set out in the BIA.  

Timing 

Slater & Gordon shareholders are not required to take any action at this time.  

It is expected that Slater & Gordon will receive the Bidder’s Statement and proposed Offer document, 
containing detailed information relevant to the Offer, in the next few days.  Dispatch of the Bidder's Statement 
is then expected to occur to all Slater & Gordon shareholders no later than 14 days afterwards.  Slater & 
Gordon intends to dispatch its Target’s Statement no later than 15 days after dispatch of the Bidder’s 
Statement to Slater & Gordon shareholders. 

Arrangements in relation to Slater & Gordon's super senior facility debt 

Allegro has advised that it has also made private treaty offers to the holders of Slater & Gordon's super senior 
facility debt.   

Information on Slater & Gordon 

Slater & Gordon is a leading Australian consumer law firm. Our mission is to give people easier access to 
world class legal services. The firm provides specialist legal and complementary services in a broad range of 
areas.  
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Information on Allegro 

Allegro is an independently owned Australian investment manager, investing in business across Australia and 
New Zealand. Allegro currently has over A$4bn in AUM and is currently investing from Allegro Fund IV, which 
has approximately A$750m in committed capital.  Allegro’s investors include large Australian and New 
Zealand superannuation funds. 

Allegro specialises in partnership and transformational capital, applying capital, expertise and a distinctly 
hands-on approach to investing in businesses.  

Advisers 

Slater & Gordon is being advised by Flagstaff Partners and MinterEllison. 

 
 

This announcement was authorised to be given to ASX by the Slater & Gordon Board of Directors 
 

 
ENDS 

 
 

Contact 
 
Kate Van Poelgeest 
Head of Media and Communications  
(07) 3331 9720 or kate.vanpoelgeest@slatergordon.com.au 
 

 
i Offer price will be reduced by the cash amount or value of any dividends, distributions or other rights attaching to the 
Company’s shares on or after the date of this announcement and which a shareholder receives or is entitled to receive. 
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Details
Date   23 February 2023 

Parties 

Name Wright NomineeCo Pty Ltd 
ACN 665 965 266 
Short form name Allegro 
Notice details Suite 1, Level 29, 20 Bond St Sydney NSW 2000    

Email: 
Attention: 
 

  
Name Slater & Gordon Ltd   
ABN 93 097 297 400 
Short form name Company 
Notice details Level 12, 485 Latrobe Street, Melbourne, Victoria, 3000 

Email:
Attention:    

Background 
A Allegro is proposing to make a takeover bid to acquire all of the Shares on the terms set out in this 

agreement. 

B The Company Directors have indicated that they intend to recommend the Offer in the absence of 
a Superior Proposal and subject to the Independent Expert concluding and continuing to conclude 
that the Proposed Transaction is fair and reasonable or not fair but reasonable to Shareholders.  

C The parties have agreed to implement the Proposed Transaction on, and subject to, the terms and 
conditions set out in this agreement.   







Corporations Act 2001



A New Tax System (Goods and Services Tax) Act 1999





Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001







 











 

















 





 

  











 







The Board and key management personnel believe Allegro’s investment in Slater & Gordon will bring 
together a hands-on Australian investor focused on a growth-oriented partnership with one of Australia’s 
leading consumer law firms built on social justice values.   

Slater & Gordon shares are highly illiquid. The Offer is all cash and provides certainty of value for 
shareholders.  Allegro’s investment also presents an opportunity for Slater & Gordon to simplify its capital 
structure, which is currently dominated by offshore hedge funds  
 
In this context, the Board and the executive leadership group are excited for shareholders, the Slater & 
Gordon team, and current and future clients.

“Allegro is excited about the opportunity to partner with the Slater & Gordon team and assist in continuing 
to grow the firm which has a long and proud history in the Australian consumer law sector. Allegro has 
significant experience investing in purpose-led professional services organisations such as Slater & 
Gordon and looks forward to working with its strong team of lawyers whom we are keen to retain, support 
and incentivise.” 



 



 
 

This announcement was authorised to be given to ASX by the Slater & Gordon Board of Directors 

Contact 



Corporations 
Act 2001

By signing above, each director or secretary (as applicable) consents to electronic execution of this 
document (in whole or in part), represents that they hold the position or are the person named with 
respect to their execution and authorises any other director or secretary (as applicable) to produce a copy 
of this document bearing his or her signature for the purpose of signing the copy to complete its execution 
under section 127 of the Corporations Act. The copy of the signature appearing on the copy so executed 
is to be treated as his or her original signature.

Corporations Act 2001

By signing above, each director or secretary (as applicable) consents to electronic execution of this 
document (in whole or in part), represents that they hold the position or are the person named with 
respect to their execution and authorises any other director or secretary (as applicable) to produce a copy 
of this document bearing his or her signature for the purpose of signing the copy to complete its execution 
under section 127 of the Corporations Act. The copy of the signature appearing on the copy so executed 
is to be treated as his or her original signature.



Corporations 
Act 2001

By signing above, each director or secretary (as applicable) consents to electronic execution of this 
document (in whole or in part), represents that they hold the position or are the person named with 
respect to their execution and authorises any other director or secretary (as applicable) to produce a copy 
of this document bearing his or her signature for the purpose of signing the copy to complete its execution 
under section 127 of the Corporations Act. The copy of the signature appearing on the copy so executed 
is to be treated as his or her original signature.

Corporations Act 2001

By signing above, each director or secretary (as applicable) consents to electronic execution of this 
document (in whole or in part), represents that they hold the position or are the person named with 
respect to their execution and authorises any other director or secretary (as applicable) to produce a copy 
of this document bearing his or her signature for the purpose of signing the copy to complete its execution 
under section 127 of the Corporations Act. The copy of the signature appearing on the copy so executed 
is to be treated as his or her original signature.

James MacKenzie John Somerville


